
How to Build Practice for Sketching on
Location: Urban Sketching Handbooks
Sketching on location is a great way to capture the essence of your
surroundings and improve your drawing skills. It can be a challenging but
rewarding experience, and one of the best ways to learn and improve is to
use urban sketching handbooks.

Urban sketching handbooks are a valuable resource for both beginners
and experienced sketchers. They provide a wealth of information on
techniques, materials, and tips for sketching on location. They can help you
to develop your skills, overcome common challenges, and find inspiration
for your sketches.
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There are many benefits to using urban sketching handbooks, including:

They provide a structured approach to learning. Urban sketching
handbooks typically include lessons and exercises that can help you to
develop your skills in a systematic way.

They offer a variety of perspectives. Urban sketching handbooks
are written by experienced sketchers who share their own tips,
techniques, and insights. This can give you a well-rounded education
and help you to develop your own unique style.

They are a great source of inspiration. Urban sketching handbooks
are filled with beautiful sketches that can inspire you to create your
own. They can also help you to see the world in a new way and
appreciate the beauty of your surroundings.

How to Choose an Urban Sketching Handbook

There are many different urban sketching handbooks available, so it is
important to choose one that is right for you. Here are a few things to
consider when making your decision:

Your skill level. If you are a beginner, you will want to choose a
handbook that is geared towards beginners. If you are more
experienced, you may want to choose a handbook that covers more
advanced topics.

Your interests. There are urban sketching handbooks that focus on
different aspects of sketching, such as architecture, landscapes, or
people. Choose a handbook that covers the topics that you are most
interested in.



Your budget. Urban sketching handbooks can range in price from a
few dollars to a hundred dollars or more. Choose a handbook that fits
your budget.

Tips for Using Urban Sketching Handbooks

Here are a few tips for getting the most out of urban sketching handbooks:

Read the handbook carefully. Before you start sketching, take some
time to read the handbook and learn the basics of urban sketching.

Do the exercises. The exercises in the handbook are a great way to
practice and improve your skills. Don't skip them!

Use the handbook as a reference. The handbook is a valuable
resource that you can use whenever you need help or inspiration.

Experiment. Don't be afraid to experiment with different techniques
and materials. The best way to learn is to try new things and see what
works for you.

Urban sketching handbooks are a valuable resource for anyone who wants
to improve their sketching skills. They provide a structured approach to
learning, offer a variety of perspectives, and are a great source of
inspiration. If you are serious about improving your sketching skills, I
encourage you to invest in a good urban sketching handbook.
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